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“We Shall Come Back”— The Wartime
Incarceration of Mill Valley’s Japanese
Cate Mayfield
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Kristen Davis and Linda Moore
The Clunker Revolution and
Birth of a Movement
Marissa Friedman with Joe Breeze

The Mill Valley Historical Society is pleased to present our latest REVIEW
magazine. In it, you will find an eclectic range of articles in which Mill
Valley’s history illustrates important themes and lessons from the broader
American experience. Ingenuity and entrepreneurialism, rollicking stories
from the Prohibition era, social activism, support for the arts—these are all
aspects of what makes our community and nation vibrant and innovative.
In contrast, the experiences of local Japanese immigrant families during
World War II underscore the fragility of the idea of community, particularly
when we collectively succumb to fear and anger.
The talented writers behind these stories drew extensively from historical
materials collected and made available through staff at the Mill Valley Public
Library and volunteers with the Historical Society. Abby Wasserman, the
REVIEW editor, guided this project with her invaluable leadership and
sensibilities.
The parallels between Mill Valley and national history also extend to other
Historical Society activities and programs. Our First Wednesday speaking
series and our annual Walk Back Into History guided tours offer rich and
personal stories of local and broader interest. We are also working to
restore the last remaining significant piece of the Mt. Tamalpais and Muir
Woods Scenic Railway—a 1921 Heisler steam locomotive—and ultimately
to return it for public display to highlight the importance of the railroad in
our local and national history.
Thanks to the contributors to REVIEW, the volunteers who help bring the
publication to life, and our advertisers, who believe in what we do. And of
course, I would like to thank all of the Historical Society’s volunteers and
members for their continuing support.

Charlie Kelly on Repack’s Camera Corner, late 1976. He rides
a fully modified maroon-and-white late-’40s Schwinn
“clunker.” Photo by Larry Cragg, © Rolling Dinosaur Archive.
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Lissa McKee
A Memory Collage
of Ann and Dick O’Hanlon
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Lastly, we dedicate this issue of REVIEW to Cate Mayfield, Lucretia Little
History Room Librarian for the past five years. Cate is returning to her
home state of Maryland as library director of the Maryland Historical
Society in Baltimore. A meticulous researcher and thoroughgoing professional, Cate has given great service to our library and our town. She has
worked to expand the oral history program and to encourage donations
to the History Room archives. She has embraced new technologies and
helped countless researchers. The History Room is indeed a welcoming
place, and the members and the board of the Mill Valley Historical Society,
as well as the editor and writers of REVIEW, with heartfelt appreciation,
wish Cate all success and happiness.
Best regards,
Eric Macris

editor: Abby Wasserman
designer: Lesley Gasparetti
proofreader: Linda Moore
editorial assistance: Joan Murray, Betty Goerke
thanks to: Harriet Kostic, Phil Rhodes, Connie Breeze,
Tanya Berry, Barbara Strader Sitkin, Amaera Baylaurel,
Arlene Okubara, Wendell Berry, Chuck Oldenburg
cover: The Harry Okubara family in the mid-1920s at
304 Montford Avenue, their home in Homestead Valley.
Parents Harry and Tora (left, top) pose with son Sam
and daughters Sonoe and May (middle), and unknown
(right, top). Courtesy of Arlene Okubara.
© 2019. All rights reserved. To request permission to
quote or reprint any material, contact the Mill Valley
Historical Society.
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T H E W A R T I M E I NCA RCE R AT I O N O F M I L L V A L L E Y ’S J A PA N E S E
ON MONDAY, MAY 11, 1942, Army men in jeeps roamed Marin
County. They covered Southern Marin, including Mill Valley,
and beyond, posting orders that would upend the lives of more
than 100 people across Marin. The orders, signed by U.S. Army
Lieutenant General J.L. DeWitt, would call for the evacuation of
all persons of Japanese ancestry from Sonoma, Napa, and Marin.
The hilly rise of Bernard Street, the downtown Mill Valley
street flanked by what is today Vasco’s Restaurant and the clothing
boutique LF Stores, just off of Lytton Square, was described in early
newspapers as Mill Valley’s “Japanese colony.” In 1940, the most
recent census year prior to the evacuation orders, there were some
36 residents of Japanese heritage living in the town. A little more
than half of those residents were Issei, Japanese-born immigrants.
The remainder were Nisei, the first generation of Japanese to be
born in the States. Four addresses on Bernard Street housed some

19 Japanese residents. The other individuals and families of
Japanese heritage lived in a variety of locations around town,
including Homestead Valley, Boyle Park, and Blithedale Canyon.

SETTLEMENT IN THE BAY AREA | While Japanese immigration to
the Bay Area had begun as early as the 1860s, it wasn’t until 1886
that more significant numbers began to arrive. Farm labor was
a common form of employment among Japanese immigrants in
other areas at that time, but many of the Japanese in Southern
Marin made their living as carpenters, laborers, gardeners, cooks,
and domestic servants. In 1892, Japanese carpenters in Mill Valley
began building the summer home of George Turner Marsh, an
Australian who had lived for several years in Japan and who had
a fascination with the Far East. He would open in San Francisco
what was believed to be the country’s first Asian art gallery, and
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The Granada Relocation Center in Colorado,
also known as Camp Amache, 1942. Photo by
Tom Parker, from the National Archives and
Records Administration.

he would go on to create Golden Gate Park’s Japanese Tea Garden,
originally conceived as a “Japanese Village” exhibit for the 1894
California Midwinter International Exposition. An 1892 article
in the Sausalito News documented the construction of Marsh’s
Mill Valley home, marveling that “barefooted, straw-bonneted
Japanese carpenters are building a genuine Japanese house, and
building it with Japanese tools in the Japanese manner.”
A few of the Japanese families in Mill Valley ran their own
businesses. In the early 1900s, the head of the Tashiro family
established a business as a building contractor. Another family,
the Sameshimas, operated a laundry, the Tamalpais Japanese
Laundry, at the foot of Sunnyside Avenue. The Ando family
ran another laundry on Bernard, while the Okubara family, of
Homestead Valley, created a thriving poultry business,
the Okubara Poultry Breeding Farm and Hatchery, later
named the Golden West ranch.
In the years prior to and after World War II, the local
newspapers provided glimpses into life in general in a
small town, documenting social engagements, sporting
activities, comings and goings, school commencements,
and much more. The children of Japanese families
attended the local schools, including Old Mill, Tamalpais
Park School, and Tamalpais High. They participated in
Boy Scouts, local musical and dance clubs, and showed up
on the honor rolls—ordinary mentions, just the same as
those posted for other children in the community.

SIMMERING TENSIONS | Life wasn’t always rosy, however.
Looking back a few decades, racial tensions had begun to
set root. Before the arrival of the Japanese, the Chinese
had come to Marin, helping to build many of the county’s
earliest roads and railroads. As the number of Chinese
laborers in the United States increased, so too did antiChinese sentiment, stemming in part from economic tensions and worries of the Chinese edging Westerners out of
their jobs and livelihoods. In 1882, the U.S. government
passed the Chinese Exclusion Act, the country’s first significant
immigration restriction law. Japanese immigration would begin
to rise, and the anti-Asian prejudice would extend to them. A
1909 article in the Mill Valley Record announced the formation of
a “Marin County Anti-Japanese League” led by citizens of San
Rafael and the vicinity. According to the article, “a number of
speakers talked on the evil of indiscriminately allowing the little
brown man to compete in every field of American labor and
industry.” In 1919, the Record published the views of Sacramento
Bee newspaperman V.S. McClatchy, a leading figure in the
anti-Japanese movement in California: “The white race is helpless
against the economic competition and high birthrate, and unassimilable character of the Japanese, if admitted to this country.”
His conclusion: “ ... the only protection for the future dominance
of the white race in the United States is to keep the Japanese and
other non-assimilable [sic] Asiatic races out.”
The fears would grow to a fury against the backdrop of World
War II, particularly after the United States’ declaration of war
against Japan in December 1941. Just hours after news of the

bombing of Pearl Harbor arrived in Marin, a Sausalito flower
store, Blossom Shop, owned by K. Higashi, was raided and left with
extensive damage. A second act of vandalism at the store would
take place one month later, and Higashi would close shop, believing
“he could not operate without more adequate protection.” The
same evening of the first Higashi raid, Tom Kasuga’s Sausalito Fish
and Bait Shop was set on fire. Luckily the blaze was extinguished
before appreciable damage was done. Kasuga was a U.S. citizen who
had lived in San Francisco all his life and had attended Lowell High
School. He had already received his draft classification from the
local draft board, having filed his application three months before.
He told the Sausalito News: “This is my country. I am willing to
fight for the United States, and to serve in any way that I can.”

Akiko Shibata (far right) with other Tamalpais Park School students, circa
1942. Courtesy of Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

Over in Mill Valley, Police Chief James McGowan made clear
that he “absolutely will not permit violence or persecution against
Japanese … so long as they remain loyal residents.” The chief
stated that Mill Valley’s Japanese at the time had been put under
surveillance, but that he had no reason to suspect any of them of
improper action. By the end of the month, FBI orders would mandate that all Japanese would have to remain in their homes from
8 p.m. to 6 a.m. Sheriff Walter B. Sellmer advised all Japanese in
Marin to remain in their homes “as I cannot guarantee their safety
if they are found wandering around.”
On February 19, 1942, President Roosevelt would sign Executive
Order 9066, authorizing the internment of tens of thousands of
American citizens of Japanese ancestry, as well as resident aliens
from Japan. With the order, Roosevelt gave to the military broad
power to ban any citizen from a 50- to 60-mile-wide coastal area
stretching from Washington state to California, and extending
inland into southern Arizona.
Just two days after the order was signed, Chief McGowan,
assisted by Officer Joseph Canet and two FBI agents, conducted a
5

Children at the Granada Relocation Center, Camp
Amache, 1943. Photo by Joe McClelland from the
National Archives and Records Administration.

raid at the Bernard Street home of gardener and laborer Zenkichi
Yokota (sometimes referred to with the first name Jenkoki or
last name Yoko), arresting him on orders of the FBI. According
to a Mill Valley Record article announcing the arrest, Yokota
was believed to be “a leader in a secret pro-Japanese militaristic
organization.” No reason or evidence for that charge was noted,
though the paper stated that his arrest “was made simultaneously with hundreds of other raids throughout the Pacific coast
area.” An article in the Record just a few days later indicated that
Yokota was en route to a “concentration camp” in Bismarck, North
Dakota, having been found guilty of the charge. At the time of
the arrest Yokota had lived in Mill Valley for 26 years. Selective
Service records show he was registered for the draft.

FRIEND OR ENEMY? | As for the community, a mix of sentiments
existed. Some editorials found in the local newspapers emphasized the importance of prioritizing national security over civil
rights. A 1942 editorial from the Mill Valley Record warned the
community of those “who are already beginning to plan America’s
treatment of the Japanese after the war and who would breed a
spirit of loving kindness towards the Japanese even while our own
forces are being gradually backed off the boards.” The unnamed
editor continued on, “Let’s begin to look at the Japs for what they
are, a tough and selfish people, warlike and unscrupulous…. Why
pity them? Much better to go about two-thirds of the way towards
exterminating them.” Others in the region, meanwhile, were disgusted by the rhetoric and actions they witnessed and spoke out.
After the attacks on the Japanese shops in Sausalito, Mill Valley
resident Audrey Janisen wrote to the Mill Valley Record, “Does it
take so little time for people to forget that many of these same
Japanese have been their pleasant, courteous, and law-abiding
neighbors for years, and to realize that they have not changed
6
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overnight into inhuman monsters who attack without warning?”
Two years later, the Mill Valley Record, still owned by publisher
Roy A. Read, showed a higher degree of sympathy than it had
previously, perhaps indicating a change in editors. A January 1944
editorial stated: “No matter what one may think of the Japanese
as a people it is idle to deny that among them there are honorable and loyal American citizens. Many are a part of the fighting
forces of this our country.” Over at Tamalpais High School, the
editorial staff of the student newspaper, the Tamalpais News,
was even more decided about where they stood: “Many words
of praise should be given the Japanese students at Tamalpais for
their standing in this war. Most of them are American born; all of
them are America inclined. Despite the fact that America is at war
with people of their own blood, these brave people are grimly for
and part of us…. There’s no doubt that the Japanese students at
Tamalpais are decidedly ‘All Americans!’”

LEAVING HOME | Families readied themselves for the imminent
evacuation. They sold automobiles, stored or sold belongings
beyond that which they could carry with them, and leased properties. At the time of the evacuation, two Japanese families in Mill
Valley owned their properties: the Tashiros on Marguerite Avenue
and the Okubaras in Homestead Valley. The Okubaras had a motherdaughter pair of neighbors, Edith Garrison and Elizabeth Leonard,
buy their poultry business outright (which included some 2,700–
2,800 chickens) and lease the Okubara house and acreage. The Mill
Valley Record reported that the “Japanese owner, who had foreseen
the probability of evacuation, had been diligently instructing Mrs.
Leonard in the care and feeding of the chickens.”
The Japanese community also said goodbye to friends, neighbors, and schoolmates. On May 15, Tamalpais Park School teacher
Belle Abraham and her students gave eighth grader and longtime

Boy Scout Akio Sameshima a farewell party with ice cream and
cake, and presented him with a pen and pencil set bearing his
name. When called upon to speak, Sameshima was at first too
overcome to respond but then said to the class: “I hope that where
I go I shall find as good friends as I have in Mill Valley.” Meanwhile,
at Tamalpais High, an editorial written in the Tamalpais News noted
the final days of students Tashida and Nobuo (also called “Nobe”)
Kuwatani: “There was no fanfare to signify their departure. They
left just as they had enrolled at Tam, with an unassuming attitude
that branded them as pure American boys, as patriotic to the Stars
and Stripes as any descendant of George Washington.... And as
they picked up their books, shook hands with their friends, and
walked out the door, Nobe turned and said, ‘Hope we’re back
soon!’ So does everybody, Nobe.”
Japanese Mill Valleyans came together to say a communal
goodbye to the community. In the May 15, 1942 issue of the Mill
Valley Record, a letter was published that one can imagine was
composed under a heady mix of feelings: sadness and anger, resignation, but also hope.
“As we leave Mill Valley for the duration, we wish to express to
the people of Mill Valley our appreciation of their friendliness and
kindness to us throughout the many years that we have lived and
worked among them. We have reared our families here and are
grateful for the educational privileges accorded our children and
for the opportunities for them to participate in youth activities.
“We thank the residents for their patronage of our various
kinds of business and for the opportunities they have given us for
employment.
“When this present crisis is over, we hope to return to Mill
Valley, for it is home to us.”
The note was signed by 17 individuals and families.
In the early morning of May 17, 1942, the sun would have just
risen as two buses—one containing Mill Valley residents of
Japanese ancestry and the other containing their baggage—
departed the Mill Valley bus depot for a Santa Rosa assembly center.
The group represented eight families and contained a range of
ages, from 68-year-old Saburo Kanki to four infants. From Santa
Rosa, the group entrained for another assembly center in Merced.
A Record article about the evacuation noted “a small group of Mill
Valley residents was at the station to see the Japs off, many of
whom have lived here for 40 years.”
Turnover in town was quick. The article ends with the rather
blithe mention that Mill Valley “was meanwhile already starting
to find its new life. At least two new tenants were moving in
already and it was expected that the houses will find ready use in
the face of Mill Valley’s shipyard expansion.” And less than three
weeks after leaving, the building that the Sameshima family had

called home, and from which they operated their laundry business
for years, was condemned. The Mill Valley Record asserted that
reports to city council from former Fire Chief D.L. Arnst, Health
Officer Will Palley, and Building Inspector H.A. Klyce indicated that
the home/laundry were “unfit for habitation, a fire and health
nuisance, and should be abated.” The paper reported the building
was owned not by the Sameshimas but by a resident of Guerneville.
Decades later, some Mill Valley residents would still have
strong memories of the removal of people with whom they had
grown up. “That was such a sad situation to see them leave and
to lose everything they had,” longtime resident Janet Upham said
in her 1999 oral history for the Mill Valley Oral History Program.
“That was a very upsetting time as they were our friends and they
went to school with us and we knew them so well,” Upham said of
the Shibata sisters, who had lived with their aunt and uncle, the
Yokotas, on Bernard Street.
Mill Valley’s Japanese families were among the 110,000 to
120,000 Japanese who were imprisoned in camps in the western
interior of the country. More than 11,000 people of German
ancestry and 3,000 people of Italian ancestry were also persecuted
and removed from their homes. From the assembly center in
Merced, many of Mill Valley’s Japanese families were soon moved
to a more permanent housing camp or “relocation” center. For
many of them, that center was the Granada Relocation Center,
also known as Camp Amache, in southeast Colorado. Relocation
centers featured schools, post offices, and work facilities, and
tried to mimic some aspects of regular life, albeit surrounded by
barbed wire and armed guards. Arlene Okubara, who was born at
the Amache camp, recalls that her family did not talk much about
the camp or their experiences during incarceration. She has strong
memories, however, of her family mentioning the ephemeral
nature of the buildings where they lived: “The buildings were
simple structures, thin walls, you could hear everything that your
neighbors were talking about.”

FOR SOME, A RETURN | In 1944, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
the case of Korematsu v. United States that Executive Order 9066
was constitutional, upholding exclusion in the context of national
security. The very same day, however, the Justices issued Ex parte
Endo, the decision that “concededly loyal” U.S. citizens could not
be held. The latter decision paved the way for the closing of the
camps. The government announced that all relocation centers
would close by the end of 1945.
With the end of internment, some families tried returning to
their old lives, while others began new lives in other areas. Old
friends and neighbors, in some cases, held on to belongings, and,
as Shibata descendant Clint Moinat said, would cover payments

“When this present crisis is over, we hope to return to Mill Valley, for it is home to us.”
Ando Family • Tommy Ando • Kanki Family • A. Mamura • Miss Toshiye Matsuda • Joe Moto • M. Nakayama
Okubara Family • Sameshima Family • Miss Tsuru Shibata • Harry Soga and Family • Tomo Soga • Tashiro Family
Fran Tanaka • Mrs. N. Yoko • A. Yokoto and Family • J. Yokoyama | M I L L VA L L E Y R E CO R D | M AY 1 5 , 1 9 4 2
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and act on behalf of homeowners, helping them to keep their
properties. Others, meanwhile, were more opportunistic.
Harry Okubara of Homestead Valley and his son Sam returned
to Mill Valley; Harry’s wife Tora had died from heart trouble in
Amache in 1945. Soon after, Harry’s son Roy, daughter-in-law
Hatsuyo, and granddaughter Arlene joined them in Mill Valley.
Hatsuyo and Roy remained in Mill Valley for the next 59 years,
adding two more daughters and a son to the family. The Okubaras
were a frequent presence in the Mill Valley Record’s social news,
with Hatsuyo and Roy active volunteers in the Homestead Valley
community, and their children’s activities often noted, from dance
club events to piano recitals.

Akio Sameshima (seated at center in Boy Scout uniform) and his third grade
class at Park School, circa 1937. Peggy Rhodes (circled) was also in the
eighth grade with Akio in 1942, but he doesn’t appear in that class picture.
Incarcerated at Camp Amache, he was not allowed to graduate with his
class. Courtesy of Phil Rhodes.

RIGHTING A WRONG
“The broad historical
causes that shaped
these decisions were
race prejudice, war
hysteria and a failure of
political leadership.”

8

Mr. and Mrs. Saburo Kanki lived in Chicago after their internment, and then returned to Mill Valley in 1947. In June of that
year they were living with the Yokota family on Bernard Street.
Saburo, at age 68, had been the oldest Japanese resident to leave
Mill Valley during the 1942 evacuation.
Zenkichi and Natsuyo Yokota would eventually return to
their same home in Mill Valley. U.S. evacuation roster records
suggest that shortly after his FBI arrest and removal to North
Dakota, Zenkichi Yokota was sent to an assembly center before
being relocated in September 1942 to Camp Amache with his wife
Natsuyo and his niece Tsuru, or “True” Shibata. True’s sisters June
and Akiko, the latter also known as Elizabeth or Betty, spent time
working for the U.S. military in Japan a few years
after the war. The Shibata sisters would later settle
in Denver, and in 1946 True married Minoru Yasui,
an Oregon-born lawyer who famously fought the
legality of exclusion and detention all the way to
the Supreme Court. Of the Shibata sisters, it was
Akiko who would eventually return to her beloved
Mill Valley. In 1947, during her stint in Japan, Betty
had written to the Mill Valley Record, thanking the
community for the kindnesses shown to her aunt
and uncle in Mill Valley, inquiring about friends,
and emphasizing her desire to come home. “To all
the people in Mill Valley I’d like to say I’m homesick as can be and shall try to get back as soon as
possible, so until then please send me some news
of my old home town.”
For these families, a statement Mamoru Kanki
made to the Mill Valley Record just prior to the Mill
Valley evacuation remained true: “We shall come
back, when we can. Mill Valley is in our blood.”
Cate Mayfield is the History Room Librarian at the Mill Valley Public Library.

In 1976, President Gerald Ford officially repealed Executive Order 9066. In Proclamation 4417, he wrote “we
now know what we should have known then—not only was that evacuation wrong, but Japanese-Americans
are and were loyal Americans…. I call upon the American people to affirm with me this American Promise—
that we have learned from the tragedy of that long-ago experience forever to treasure liberty and justice for
each individual American, and resolve that this kind of action shall never again be repeated.”
In 1980, President Jimmy Carter established the nine-member Commission on Wartime Relocation and
Internment of Civilians, which published its findings three years later in a nearly 500-page book titled
“Personal Justice Denied.” The Commission summarized that “Executive Order 9066 was not justified by
military necessity, and the decisions that followed from it … were not founded upon military considerations.
The broad historical causes that shaped these decisions were race prejudice, war hysteria and a failure of
political leadership. Widespread ignorance about Americans of Japanese descent contributed to a policy
conceived in haste and executed in an atmosphere of fear and anger at Japan.”
In 1988, President Reagan signed the Civil Liberties Act, legislation which would provide $20,000 in
compensation to each survivor. Anyone still living who had been incarcerated as a result of Executive Order
9066 and/or found guilty as prisoners of war received an apology. Mill Valley’s Zenkichi Yokota, who had
been pronounced guilty in 1942 of being “a leader in a secret pro-Japanese militaristic organization,” passed
away in 1967, more than 20 years before formal apology letters were sent out by the U.S. government.
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A History of Activism:

T H E C O M M U N I T Y C H U R C H O F M I L L VA L L E Y
by kristen davis and linda moore

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.

O

n a shaded corner of downtown Mill Valley, beneath a
canopy of redwoods and sheltered from the two-lane
road winding past its northwest side, stands a church that blends
so seamlessly with its surroundings, one almost imagines it’s
been there as long as the trees encircling it. The site is uniquely
fitting for the role the church would occupy in the lives of its
members. Situated between the peaceful woods of Cascade
Canyon and the busyness of Mill Valley’s downtown shopping
district, it would embody both the spiritual awareness these
natural surroundings inspired and a mission to respond to the
needs of the larger community.
As early as the 1890s, Reverend John Rea, a minister from
Oakland who had retired to Mill Valley, was leading nontraditional

left: Members of the Community Church march in Mill Valley’s annual
Memorial Day Parade, May 28, 2012. Behind the banner from left, Jack
Bartlett, JoAnn Haseltine, Marin Xiques, and Pam Shortridge. The church’s
first pastor was a pacifist whose views on war were shaped by his experience as a chaplain in France during World War I.
right: The new Community Church at Olive and Throckmorton in 1930. Its
first service was held on August 17 of that year. For years the building was
nicknamed the Little Church Under the Redwoods. Both photos Courtesy
of the Community Church of Mill Valley, UCC.

– Margaret Mead

and nondenominational services in the redwood circle of Old Mill
Park. He later became the founding pastor of the Mill Valley
Congregational Church, a community whose faith was also inspired
by nature. The church Rev. Rea had initiated would merge with
another young congregation in 1930 to become the Community
Church of Mill Valley, its new home just yards from the park.

Founding of the Community Church | World War I had

a profound effect on the importance of religion in people’s lives.
The "war to end all wars" had been one of the deadliest conflicts
in human history. The total number of both civilian and military
casualties is estimated at around 37 million, due in part to the
implementation of trench warfare. The scale of devastation that
seemed to have rendered human life worthless presented a crisis
for both the congregations and the clergy who sought to provide
spiritual comfort.
After the war a sense of malaise and despair prevailed and
traditional churches experienced a decline in membership. The
community church movement came into prominence during this
time as a way to confront the anguish left in the aftermath of the
war. With an emphasis on individual experience and the rejection
of church as an established institution, community churches
were typically nondenominational or interdenominational.
9

Mill Valley, a politically moderate community committed to
appreciating and preserving nature, was an ideal setting for a
community church. In 1925, a group of about 40 families met
informally at the Outdoor Art Club over the course of several
months to discuss the founding of a church whose purpose was
to offer a place where “all Christians, regardless of creed, might
worship together,” and to promote tolerance of diverse points of
view with a sincere respect for every human being. Services continued at the Outdoor Club until 1930, when the church moved to
its new building on Throckmorton and Olive. During this period,
the church had been under the leadership of Dr. Lynn Townsend
White, who had initially been one of six weekly guest ministers
speaking at the Federated Church of Mill Valley (before it became
the Community Church). As a professor of Christian social ethics
at the San Francisco Theological Seminary and a proponent of the
community church movement, he was the ideal candidate to take
on the responsibilities of a growing congregation.
below: The Community Church in early days seen from Throckmorton
Avenue. The stairway on the left led directly into the sanctuary; the one
on the right into an adjacent fireplace room. Courtesy of Lucretia Little
History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

The Mill Valley Record reported: “To Andrew P. Hall and [Tam
High] Principal E. E. Wood belong the credit of the design of the
Community Church building whose motive holds to the type which
seems native to the ‘Mountain Park Town.’ Pulpit and pews are
from the former Congregational Church building and are remodeled and adapted to their new use. They are the gift of the original
Congregational group among whom the idea of the Community
Church had its inception. Dr. White himself designed other pulpit
pieces, reading desk, and chairs. Four massive, burled, redwood
pulpit chairs are finished with hand carving.”
Dr. White delivered the first sermon on Sunday evening,
August 17, 1930. The church’s mission was to “provide a Christian
fellowship where all who are searching for the meaning of life,
regardless of background, might freely worship and serve” and
to demonstrate a “strong Christian commitment and openness to
new forms of religious experience.”
The 16 years (1925–1941) of Dr. White’s pastorate set a pattern of
intellectual discourse and spiritual broad-mindedness that shaped
the church’s attitudes into the present day. Lifelong member Carol
Fowler commented: “His overwhelming desire was to do all he
could to bridge the gap between Christians. The joining of a
liberal, ecumenical educator with an upstart
group like our founders seems to have been a
miracle or a stroke of genius.”

The awakening of social activism | In

left: Ernest Everett “E. E.” Wood,
circa 1918, principal of Tamalpais
High School and founding member
of the Community Church who
helped design the church building.
Courtesy of Lucretia Little History
Room, Mill Valley Public Library.
right: Gerard T. Wendering
(1893–1969), Community Church
superintendent of construction.
For many years Wendering taught
woodshop and physical culture
(P.E.) at Tamalpais High School.
Courtesy of Phil Rhodes.
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what would become perhaps one of the most
controversial elements in the church’s early
community outreach efforts, the Council for
Christian Social Action was founded in 1937
to give church members an opportunity to
discuss world events from the standpoint of
“Christian citizenship.” Dr. White, a pacifist
whose views were shaped by his experience as
a chaplain in France during World War I, led
many of these discussions and encouraged
people to talk about their differences.
Accounts of these meetings describe an
atmosphere where questions of national policy
were argued in vigorous debate, with the goal
of drafting “a positive and constructive statement on which all participants could agree,
and which would on occasion serve as a basis
for social action.” For some of its members,
this council was the main reason for joining
the church.
Although he resigned in 1940 to address
health issues, Dr. White remained a friend
and mentor to the church for the following 16
years. He was admired for his gentle and kind
manner and his ability to unite a congregation
that encompassed all denominations. It is said
that he had helped to lay the foundations for
the “resilience that was necessary to weather
the social storms which were to come.”

Past ministers of the Community Church. Left to right: Gordon
Foster (1947–1970), Laurence Cross (part time for Dr. White),
Arthur Casaday (1941–1947), Lynn T. White (1925–1941),
and John Waddell (part time for Dr. White). Courtesy of the
Community Church of Mill Valley, UCC.

Radical change | The 1930s were a time of economic, political,

and social upheaval. The Great Depression, labor movements, and
the coming of World War II had far-reaching effects on the citizens
of small-town Mill Valley. Especially in California, tensions were
high between the working class and well-to-do conservatives.
Although it would seem that people seek comfort from their
clergy during difficult times, there was in fact a decline in church
attendance between the Depression era and the early 1950s.
A new pastor, Rev. Arthur Casaday, came to the church in
August 1941 from the First Congregational Church in Berkeley and
immediately faced the challenges the church had embraced at its
inception—not least of which was the goal of bringing people of
differing viewpoints together to confront issues affecting the
community and the country. Art Casaday had the reputation of
being a brilliant speaker who “did not tell people what to do” but
rather shared his own elegant reasoning in such a way as to
persuade many of the members of his congregation to consider
other perspectives.
Born in 1908 in Santa Rosa, Casaday had contracted polio at
age 19 and spent a year recovering in the hospital. This experience,
which left him partially paralyzed, would imbue his later work as
a minister with wisdom and compassion remembered by all.
As a new clergyman, Rev. Casaday had traveled through the
Southwest as youth secretary of the Emergency Peace Campaign
of the American Friends Service Committee, a group that opposed
any U.S. involvement in a European war. Art’s vocal opposition to
military intervention was a source of controversy in the congregation at the beginning of the Second World War.
After the Pearl Harbor attack, he wrote a statement that was
unanimously endorsed by the board of trustees, calling upon the
membership of the church “to preserve our Church as a sanctuary,
free from hysteria and hatred; to maintain the bonds of fellowship
and friendship with all persons ... who are of Japanese, German or
Italian ancestry; to understand ... fundamental causes of the present
world crisis and to search diligently for a just and enduring peace.”
The onset of America’s involvement in the war provided a
daunting test for Rev. Casaday’s commitment to pacifism. In

response to the deportation of up to 120,000 Japanese Americans
(two-thirds from California) to relocation centers, Casaday visited
the Tule Lake internment camp and the relocation center near
Alturas. During these absences, his wife, Roma, assumed the
responsibility of officiating at Sunday services and also gave the
sermons.
Art particularly loved working with young people and spearheaded a renewed attempt to involve more youth of the community
by founding Muir League, an organization for junior high and high
school students. Ultimately it was his desire to work with young
people that led him to accept a position near Stanford University,
working with the youth population at the First Congregational
Church. He resigned from the Community Church in 1946, but his
spirit remained.

A period of growth | Rev. Gordon Lynn Foster, a graduate

of Pacific School of Religion, came to the Community Church in
1947. He was to preside over the church during a time of unprecedented growth.
Post-war optimism, coupled with the baby boom, led many
people to settle and raise their families in Mill Valley. A return to a
sense of “normal” domestic life also gave rise to a swell in church
membership for all denominations around the nation. The growth
of the Community Church of Mill Valley was no exception; the
buildings could no longer accommodate the large numbers attending the various programs. In 1956, under Rev. Foster’s leadership,
two capital campaigns were established to fund the development
of the Tamalpais Room, the Parish Hall, educational rooms, and a
chapel. The church held Sunday School for approximately 300
children and sponsored multiple programs serving members of all
ages, including junior high and high school students, groups for
young couples, older couples, and singles. For years, Muir League
was led by church members Millie and Ben Young of Belvedere.
In the years between World War II, the Korean War, and the
U.S. involvement in Vietnam, the nation had enjoyed a period of
relative respite from military involvement on the world stage.
But this was also the era of McCarthyism. During the late ’50s and
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early ’60s, members of the Community Church wrestled with a
myriad of divisive social issues.
As Gordon Foster later wrote: “The things that agitated people
were ... talk about disarmament, talk about racial equality. A fear
pervaded the entire country that there was some sort of underground conspiracy of tremendous magnitude ... that at any moment,
if we weren’t careful to identify these people, they could take over
federal power and actually make us a Communist nation.”
Strongly affirming free speech and independent thinking, Dr.
Foster took a stand against fear-based ideas, sometimes alienating
church members who left in disagreement. The Social Action
Committee had disbanded in the early ’40s because of opposing
views about U.S. entry into World War II, but in 1956 was reinstituted. Known for its open discussions of controversial issues, the
below: Sanctuary of the Community Church, circa 1950. Courtesy of the
Community Church of Mill Valley, UCC.

committee became a vital force in the growth of the church.
In the 1960s, a movement of social change was apparent
throughout the country, especially regarding issues of racial justice and the rights of migrant workers. Often, conflicts over these
issues devolved into violence on the domestic front, particularly
in the inner cities, the South, and on university campuses. After
the U.S. entry into the Vietnamese conflict, the country’s youth
had begun to question not only their nation’s policies at home and
abroad but to actively resist the enactment of those policies. In
spite of the alienation of some of its more conservative members,
the church offered counseling to draft resisters and provided sanctuary for those fleeing to Canada.
Galvanized by the effects of racial and social justice movements
during the ’60s, the feminist movement enjoyed a resurgence from
its suffragette origins. Although the Community Church was an
early advocate for the ordination of women, it initially encountered resistance from within its own membership. Despite this
early opposition—leadership positions
originated under the guise of “director of
religious education”—women did ultimately assume a ministerial role in the
church.

A cultural shift | Although the

left: Bill and Ann Eichhorn with their children.
Bill became pastor of the Community Church
in 1971. In 1979 Ann was ordained, and in 1984
she was called to co-minister with her husband.
They served until 1989.
above: Muir League youth on a Mt. Tam hike,
early 1950s. From left: Carol Healy, Bill Ramsey,
Jane Fowler, Warren Meadowcroft, Lynn Ludlow.
Both photos courtesy of the Community Church
of Mill Valley, UCC.
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Community Church had maintained
its nondenominational status since its
beginnings, in 1962 it began to consider
the benefits of affiliation. After many
charged debates between aligning with a
denominational church or continuing congregational autonomy, the church became
affiliated with the newly formed United
Church of Christ (UCC) and today retains
this association.
Along with guiding the church through
some of the country’s most turbulent
decades, Rev. Foster, together with his
associate pastor, Jack Bartlett, mobilized
the community in support of the California
Fair Housing Act (1963), a statewide measure aimed at ending racial discrimination
by property owners. Although opposed
by real estate interests, the law passed in
Mill Valley and statewide. This was an
early attempt to address a critical issue
that is still gripping many metropolitan
areas in the nation today. At the time, this
issue also played an important role in the
church’s establishment of a community for
affordable senior housing in Mill Valley
that was to become The Redwoods.
Rev. Francis Geddes, Fairfax Community
Church pastor, said of Dr. Foster: “The
essence of Gordon was his ability to understand people’s burdens and conflicts and

struggles and support them in a very gentle and affirming way, a
very loving way.” After 23 years of service, Foster resigned in 1970
due to health issues that prevented him from performing fulltime pastoral duties. Jack Bartlett stepped into the role of pastor. A
graduate of Pacific School of Religion, he was the first minister to
be ordained in the Community Church (March 1960).
As the church grew, Rev. Bartlett became responsible for
home visits, performed weddings, carried out other ministerial
duties, and also helped to advance the ordination of women.
Rev. Bartlett’s passion for social justice led him to participate in
the migrant workers strike and later a civil rights conference in
Mississippi as part of the UCC clergy delegation. He also worked
in inner-city settings and in 1968 took over the leadership of
the church’s Muir League. Half of Muir League youth were from
families not associated with a church, a fact that highlights the
relevance of the Community Church at that time.

A new era | A profound cultural shift had been taking place
during the late ’60s and ’70s, prior to Gordon Foster’s resignation
as head pastor. In 1971, his successor, Bill Eichhorn, assumed
the leadership of the Community Church. Bill had studied at the
Graduate Theological Seminary in San Anselmo, and his wife,
Ann, was a registered nurse. Rev. Eichhorn remembered the task
of striving “to relate the Christian faith in a relevant way to the
people in the pews and to the world around us ... as a daunting
challenge.” One of his most notable successes was integrating
those newer and younger families with the older members of the
church, all of whom had broad and disparate perspectives.
Although Bill Eichhorn had not viewed himself as an eloquent
preacher before accepting his appointment, church members
would later remember his “dazzling sermons, blending intellect
and spirit” and his many innovative and experimental programs
that brought parishioners together. For example, he introduced
the congregation to nontraditional worship, including arranging
seating in semicircles, providing materials for art expression that

Members of the Community Church Tandems social group in August
1994. From left, back row: John Norall, Joe Polanshek, Joe Stewart,
Chuck Cutting, Jane Cutting, Eloise Burns. Middle row: Jack Barnard, Joe
Fuller, Jane Gerecke, Bob Scott, Judie Polanshek, Charlie Wetterman, Bill
Gerecke. Front row: Jean Barnard, Dorothy Fuller, Charlene Norall, Marjorie
(Mrs. Gordon) Foster, Doris Jenkins, Louise Wetterman. Courtesy of the
Community Church of Mill Valley, UCC.

Community Church members and cofounders of The Redwoods, photographed in 2014. From left: Laverne Uhte, Minister Emeritus Jack Bartlett,
Peggy Hewitt, and Marjorie Kuhl. At right is Senior Pastor from 1991 to
2014, Pam Shortridge. Courtesy of The Redwoods.

represented the worship service, and initiating reading groups of
contemporary authors “however marginal their connections to
Christian doctrine.” Along with Ann, he initiated the concept of a
co-ministry.
Ann Eichhorn created the Wee Care Day Care Center, a program
that provided sorely needed childcare on a sliding scale to members
of the community, especially those at the bottom of the economic
ladder, both within and outside the church. This included services
to homeless families who were moving from campsite to campsite.
Wee Care, which lasted until 2003, became a concrete expression
of Ann’s organizational strengths and passion for social justice.
During the Eichhorn years the church faced a controversy
regarding the ordination of lesbian pastors. Documents from the
time reveal a sincere and caring effort by the board and church
community toward resolution of this question by inviting all
its members to explore the issue. It was finally agreed that the
church—without prejudice toward sexual orientation—would
move forward in preparing two aspiring female ministers for their
ordination into the ministry.
Ann Eichhorn had been studying at the Pacific School of
Religion, and in 1979 was ordained a United Church of Christ
minister. Despite continuing prejudice against female pastors,
she was ultimately accepted in a ministerial role, initially as the
Minister of Educational Outreach, and later, in 1984, as co-pastor
at the Community Church. Co-ministry, especially with a woman,
was unusual in most congregations at that time and initially
met with considerable opposition. In the words of church board
member Betsy Bikle, “The church had a hard time accepting some
changes, but usually we came around.”

The Redwoods | One of the major achievements of the
Eichhorns’ ministry included a resolution “to develop a creative
and affordable community that promotes the good health,
well-being, and security of a diverse group of elders”—a project
that would later come to fruition in the building of The Redwoods
13

retirement community in Mill Valley.
By the end of the 1960s, housing prices had escalated enough
to raise concern about affordable housing for seniors. Members of
the church took a leading role in planning the retirement center,
obtaining financing for the land, the building, and its furnishings.
Joe Stewart, chair of the retirement housing committee, led the
group through the multiple governmental obstacles to establish
the center. As church funds were unavailable, money had to be
found to secure the land on which The Redwoods was built. Joe
Stewart put up $10,000—virtually his family’s life savings—to
assure availability of the land. Later, along with others who drew
from their own resources, Joe again dipped into family savings so
that The Redwoods could be furnished and opened as planned.
Bill Eichhorn described the day of celebration that winter:
“When we dedicated The Redwoods in 1972, we had nine residents,
the dining room was full of church people, community people,
and children. It was near Christmas and we lit a candle. The
Conference Minister came and talked about how the candle of
Advent and Christmas symbolized the light of the church’s vision
and the spirit of this community to build this kind of project.”
The Redwoods is a thriving community to this day and
provides an example of an extremely successful and welcome
solution to the issue of affordable housing for seniors in an affluent
community. Currently, residents of The Redwoods make up
approximately 20 percent of the church’s total congregation and
can frequently be seen on the corner of Mill Valley’s two major
thoroughfares, giving voice to their views on social and political
issues. Two church members, Keith Phillips and Betsy Bikle, serve
on The Redwoods’ board of directors.
After 18 years, the Eichhorns resigned their positions to pursue a broader role in social justice with the national organization
of the United Church of Christ in New York.

Moving into the 21st century | In 1991, after a pastoral

vacancy of a year and a half, Rev. Pam Shortridge assumed leadership of the Community Church as its pastor.
Although a number of women had undertaken various leadership positions since the church’s founding, Pam was the first in
the church’s history to be sole pastor. She had worked with Art
Casaday in Palo Alto and shared his deep interest in the church as
a force for social activism, later acting on his encouragement to
consider a position at the Community Church when it was offered.
Raised in the Catholic Church, Rev. Shortridge had made a
conscious choice to leave Catholicism during her first year in
college. She later described her continued search for a community
that could embrace her spiritual questions: “I wanted to be a part
of a community that struggles for a more just world but is not
afraid to ask how it is that we contribute to the cruelty and indifference of our modern world. I wanted to be a part of a community
that welcomes the lost, comforts the grieving, celebrates life, and
encourages spiritual growth.”
The work of many of the committees and focus groups
established during her tenure culminated in the Mission 2000
Capital Campaign, which raised funds to help realize the goals
the groups had identified. Under her leadership, various commit14
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tees worked on the restoration of the physical structures of the
church and property. This included expanding and updating the
Sunday School, establishing a facilities rental program to bring
in needed revenue and help alleviate financial pressures, and in
1995 initiating the church’s participation in a lunch program for
the homeless. Her pastorate also continued ongoing efforts to
subsidize and maintain the community childcare program, which
continued to operate until 2003. After 23 years, Rev. Shortridge
left the Community Church, and in 2014, Rev. Stephen Hinerman
was appointed Interim Minister.

The church today | In recent years the congregation has
declined to a modest number of regulars, and the Sunday School,
once thriving, is no more. These days the church presents discussion panels and musical events and is the meeting place for community groups who rent its Tamalpais Hall and Fireside Room. Yet
oral accounts from interviews with long-term members attest to
the continued commitment to its founding principles, evident in
the work of the church today.
Continuing the tradition of social action discussions, more
informal gatherings meet to promote education and inquiry into
social issues. The Under The Redwoods program hosts experts in
subjects that have included gender, climate change, prison reform,
the 2016 presidential election, and religious tolerance in America,
to name just a few. The Church also offers a variety of well-attended
musical events—from Celtic harp to jazz to a Woody Guthrie singalong. And every Christmas Eve the church is filled with community members who have come to hear the story of Christmas
recited by the children, a program begun by Pam Shortridge.
Interim Minister Hinerman, trained to lead congregations through
the transition between full-time ministers, offers lively and informative Sunday sermons on such topics as “Jesus and the IRS,”
“Demons Everywhere,” and “Disillusionment: A Trump-free Zone.”
Visitors coming to attend a service or a musical event, or happening upon the site by chance, see a rainbow flag placed outside
that announces an Open and Affirming Church, one that welcomes
and marries members of the LGBT community, a practice uncommon among other churches. A poster within the building echoes
its founders’ beliefs that hold true today: “In this house we believe
black lives matter, women’s rights are human rights, no human is
illegal, science is real, love is love, kindness is everything.”
“We should remember we are a big family,” longtime member
Harriet Kostic says. “We are all on spiritual journeys, each a bit
different, and traveling together is not always easy, but it is always
worthwhile.”
This article is based on a church history by Carol Fowler and the narrative,
Community Church of Mill Valley: A History (2006). A special thanks to
Harriet Kostic, who gave generously of her time, sharing her knowledge of
unwritten nuances in the church’s history.
Kristen Davis is a writer and teacher living in Mill Valley. She has completed
a coming of age memoir and a collection of poems and short stories about
coastal California.
Linda Moore, a Mill Valley resident for more than 20 years, is a freelance
copyeditor and member of a weekly writing group at O’Hanlon Center for
the Arts.

The Clunker Revolution
AND

“California bikies are ‘mountainside surfing,’” claimed the headline for an article by road racer and journalist Owen Mulholland
in a 1978 issue of VeloNews. The “real roadies” in California had
“discovered yet another stairway to nirvana ... sort of cycling’s
answer to third-class rock climbing” on Mt. Tamalpais. Mulholland
introduced readers to some of the stalwart leaders of this off-road
biking phenomenon known as “clunking,” including Mill Valleyans
Joe Breeze and Charlie Kelly. Word was out to cyclists around the
country about the Marin subculture that was to introduce mountain biking to the world.
BIKES IN MARIN b The decade of the 1960s and early 1970s
witnessed a nationwide bike craze as anti-automobile sentiment
and a burgeoning environmental movement aligned with a renewed cultural focus on fitness and recreation. For the first time
since the 1890s’ “Golden Age” of cycling, many adults in America
were riding bikes. Time magazine reported in 1971 that 64 million
Americans were routinely using bikes. While the nation’s love
affair with bicycles waned within a few years, it endured in Marin,
thanks to a happy confluence of both cultural and geographic
factors. The region’s adventurous ethos, rooted in a long history
of opportunistic westward expansion and immigration, coalesced
with Marin’s environmental awareness and stunning beauty and
topography. The sum total of these forces planted seeds of com-

BIRTH OF A MOVEMENT

munity in Marin, which embraced the outdoors and sought out
new ways to access nature. According to Joe Breeze, “This whole
bicycle thing was about the environment, and we just got healthy
along the way.”
Born in 1953, Joe Breeze spent much of his childhood like many
Mill Valley kids of the day, constructing forts in the hills and riding
Flexi-flyers, skateboards, and bicycles. In the late 1950s President
Eisenhower suffered a series of heart attacks. He told the nation we
were becoming too reliant on machines, and what we needed was
exercise. He started the President’s Council on Physical Fitness,
which President Kennedy later ran with. The upshot was that Breeze
and his Park School classmates were now doing jumping jacks out
on the blacktop. It’s only natural that some would find their life
revolving around health. Charlie Kelly, born in 1945, remembers
he and his brother Jim taking on Kennedy’s 1963 challenge to walk
50 miles in a day. Hundreds of students left Redwood High School
at zero-dark-30 and walked almost to Point Reyes Station and back.
Breeze’s father, Bill Breeze, was selling Formula 3 Coopers and
Lotus racing cars at his Sports Car Center in Manzanita. He was a
machinist in a combine that not only repaired cars, but built oneoff racers. Bill Breeze rode a European road-racing bicycle to stay

by marissa friedman with joe breeze

Howie Hammerman, Otis Guy,
Chris McManus, and Joe Breeze
pause at Kent Rock near Potrero
Meadows, November 1977. View
is looking toward Tomales Bay.
Photo by Wende Cragg,
© Rolling Dinosaur Archive.
above: Custom Cruiser
Design II (detail) by Joe
Breeze, May 30, 1977.
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in shape for car racing. Cycling to work in the 1950s did not go
unnoticed by Bill’s sons—they realized bikes had a lot to offer. In
the U.S. at the time, a bicycle was pretty much seen as a kid’s sidewalk toy. By age 13 Joe did his first 100-mile ride, and by 1970 he
and his brother Richard had ridden twice to the Sierra and to the
state of Washington and back. By then, Bill Breeze had retired and
moved what machinery he could to their home on Country Club
Drive. Joe and Richard had been told by their father they wouldn’t
be allowed to get drivers’ licenses until age 18, but they were used
to getting everywhere on bikes, so both eschewed driving, Joe
until age 26.
It was about then that the “Bike Boom” hit. In 1971, Joe and
friends, in conjunction with the Community Church of Mill Valley,
went on a bike trip through Europe. In Milan, Italy, he was able to
meet world bike guru Cino Cinelli at his factory. This meeting
changed Breeze’s life pursuit from architecture to bikes. In 1974 he
would study under America’s preeminent custom frame builder,
Albert Eisentraut of Oakland, and build his first bicycle frames.
Breeze and his friends from Mill Valley and nearby towns,
many of whom worked at local bike shops, were keen on road
racing. Several had raced in 1971 and ’72 in Marin County’s high
school road-racing program, founded by David Smiley of Mill
Valley. To race nationally, membership in a sanctioned club was
required, and the only one in the county was Marin Cyclists, a
shade too staid for these young riders. So they formed their own
road-racing organization, Velo Club Tamalpais (VCT), in 1972.
Charlie Kelly, an original VCT member, recalls in an oral history
for the Lucretia Little History Room, “We were a bunch of hippies,
much younger, not on the same cultural page as most of the
Marin Cyclists. They were older, they were straight, they had jobs.
And we were kids, but we wanted to race our bicycles … [and] order
cool matching jerseys and all that stuff.” The development of
the club and the emergence of a cohort of serious (and seriously
talented) young road racers in Marin helped lay the groundwork
for a mountain biking community in Marin.

MT. TAMALPAIS AND EARLY CLUNKERS b Many of these
young Marin roadies shared a desire to reintroduce their country
to the bicycle as a practical vehicle. Breeze and his racing friends
Otis Guy and Marc Vendetti were intent on finding sophisticated
bikes from the previous century, when bicycles were king of the
road and a leading technology. They hoped to share this littleknown heritage with others.
In 1973, on a foray to Santa Cruz, Breeze paid $5 for a balloontire bike, not what he was looking for but a “crusty” 1941 Schwinn.
He decided to ride the bike down Mt. Tamalpais’s old railroad
grade, and it was “a blast!,” he recalled. He next rode it to a Velo
Club Tamalpais meeting. Fellow VCT members quickly dug up old
bikes, and added off-road fun to their riding mix. They weren’t
the first, of course; shortly after the Tam railroad was scrapped in
1930, Mill Valley riders led by Bob Phillipi (whose father owned
Elroy’s Garage on Camino Alto) enjoyed riding the grade, even
into Muir Woods. Now, in the 1970s boom, news spread fast. Soon
scores of fat-tire riders were traversing the mountain.
On October 21, 1976, a handful trekked up to a starting point
on a steep dirt road on Pine Mountain above Fairfax, north of
Tamalpais proper. This exceptional downhill had been discovered
two years earlier by Kelly’s Mill Valley childhood friend Fred Wolf,
and now the plan was to see who could make the fastest descent.
Dropping 1,300 feet in elevation in two miles, the course was
harrowing for both bike and rider. Racers braked so much that by
the time they reached the bottom, all the grease in their
coaster-brake hubs had vaporized into a contrail of smoke,
requiring them to repack the hub with grease, hence the
name of the course: Repack. Alan Bonds was the only

1941 Schwinn-built B. F. Goodrich, an example of what Marin
riders referred to as a Schwinn Excelsior X. Built by Arnold,
Schwinn Company, Chicago, Illinois. Joe Breeze bought this
bike for $5 from Branciforte Bike Shop in Santa Cruz in 1973.
It was his first balloon-tire bike and was one of five bikes that
Breeze won Repack on from 1976 to 1979. On display at Marin
Museum of Bicycling, Fairfax. Photo by Joe Breeze.
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Readying for Alan Bonds'
“Enduro” race, the first
organized mountain bike
cross-country race, which
would cover about 25 miles
between Fairfax and Kent
Lake, and eventually end
after descending Repack.
Left to right: Fred Wolf,
Wende Cragg, Mark
Lindlow, Rob Stewart,
Chris Lang, Jim Preston,
Ian Stewart, Charlie Kelly,
Gary Fisher, Joe Breeze,
Eric Fletcher, Craig Mitchell,
John Drumm, Roy Rivers,
Alan Bonds, and unknown.
Photo © Jerry Riboli.

Xerox of 1984 map of Repack, drawn by Dewey Livingston from
a 1976 map and notes by Joe Breeze. © Dewey Livingston.

rider who avoided a crash in that first race, emerging victorious.
At its heart, Repack was a perfect blend of competition, thrill-seeking, and frivolity. Charlie Kelly played a pivotal role in organizing the
22 Repack races held through 1979. Kelly, who arranged timekeeping
and compiled results, commissioned Repack posters with his name
and number on them. Larry Cragg, who ran Prune Music on Locust
Avenue in Mill Valley, got involved in the movement early on. He and
his wife Wende took cameras on their rides and chronicled the sport’s
birth in hundreds of Kodachrome slides. In 1978 and 1979 Kelly organized Klunker Awards Banquets, with slide shows by the Craggs and
awards ranging from serious (Fastest Time, awarded to Belvedere’s
Gary Fisher; Most Wins: Joe Breeze) to playful (Best Organizer/Most
Metal and Mental Breakdowns: Charlie Kelly). Recipients received
beautiful appliqué fabric medals created by Wende Cragg. Wende also
held one of the fastest women’s times on Repack.
Repack became the crucible of mountain biking. The race drew
participants on a regular basis from towns around the mountain, even
from across the bay, to share a passion for this new kind of bike, and
competition improved the breed. Interest in the self- sufficient aspect
of bicycling was strong, and in 1977 Alan Bonds put on the Enduro, the
sport’s first cross-country race. That brought a great need for widerange gearing, and with gears, Marinites were taking rides even in the
High Sierra.
By then, their 1930s and ’40s clunker frames, built of weak, heavy
thick-wall, curved, mild-steel tubes, were breaking often, especially
under the weight of the biggest riders. Charlie Kelly, fed up with his
failing clunkers, repeatedly asked Breeze to build him a bike. One day
in 1977, running across Joe on the street, Kelly whipped $300 from his
pocket and waved it in front of Joe, saying he’d pay up front for a new
frame. Breeze figured he could buy tubing for 10 frames with $300
and satisfy what seemed to be worldwide demand. Larry immediately
placed orders for himself and Wende.
Since 1973 Breeze had amassed a squadron of clunkers from junkyards. Now, in 1977, he studied their various geometries to arrive at
best angles and lengths, and created a design with strong, light, thinwall, straight Cro-Moly-alloyed steel tubes. At Tam High, he had taken
all of the engineering and architectural drafting classes available. He
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From left, Steve Potts, Dave Sigman, and Joe Breeze, on Breezers they had a hand in building at Joe’s machine shop in Mill Valley, line up for the start
of the annual Pearl Pass Clunker Tour race in Crested Butte, Colorado, September 1980. Fourth and fifth from left: Michael Hewitt and Gary Fisher.
Photo by Monte Ward. From the Michael Paden Hewitt collection.

made a detailed scale drawing on his father’s drafting machine,
showing side and top views with critical part interfaces. In his
dad’s machine shop, he cut and mitered the tubes and clamped
them into his welding fixture. A Repack race was coming up and
he hustled the first frame together, slapped on some primer paint,
and built up the bike with all-new parts. The next morning, he
rode it to Fairfax and won the Repack race. He was able to sell
most of his unspoken-for frames then and there. By the following
spring he had the others finished and delivered, nine sparkling
nickel-plated frames and bikes. Owners called them their “Breezer”
bikes. They were clunkers no more.
Word of Repack reached KPIX Channel 5 in San Francisco,
where Evening Magazine host Steve Fox was dispatched to cover
the January 20, 1979, race. His Repack story attracted so much
attention that CBS affiliates aired the segment across the nation.
GROWING A SPORT b Breeze and racing partner Otis Guy
contracted with Tom Ritchey to have a tandem frame built for
a transcontinental record attempt that year. Ritchey had been
building fine racing and tandem frames since 1972. In January
1979, Joe took his Breezer to Tom’s in Palo Alto to explain a
structural detail for their tandem, and Tom took an immediate
interest in the fat-tire bike. Joe shared ideas for his next run of
frames, even providing drawings, and told Tom that Gary Fisher
was looking for a modern fat-tire frame. Soon, Ritchey had built
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frames for himself and Fisher. A few months later, Ritchey told
Fisher he had built nine more framesets. That was the genesis of
Gary Fisher’s and Charlie Kelly’s MountainBikes business, opened
in fall of 1979. It was the first business dedicated entirely to fattire bikes, and Tom Ritchey would provide over 1,000, beautifully
crafted frames. MountainBikes would eventually become Fisher
Mountain Bikes. After an attempt to trademark the name failed,
“mountain bikes” became the name for the sport.
Charlie Kelly, when he wasn’t riding, racing, or running a business, was writing, recording, and promoting the sport. He founded
the first mountain biking magazine in 1980, the Fat Tire Flyer.
A COLLABORATIVE COMMUNITY b Members of the
mountain biking community that united on the slopes of Mt. Tam
were nurtured in vocational programs at Tamalpais High and
College of Marin. Students of engineering, architecture, machine
shop, and metalwork became local frame builders and trained
each other, in an extraordinarily collaborative environment.
Developing a global industry to keep up with the growing
demand for mountain bikes was a natural next step, as larger
companies picked up and ran with ideas from Marin. A litany of
innovators from around the Bay Area continued on as important
contributors to the mix.
The Koski family’s Cove Bike Shop in Strawberry was an important spawning ground for the sport. Koski brothers Erik, Dave,

and Donnie were graduates of Tam High’s vocational training, and
by 1976 were offering Trailmaster mail order components across the
country. In 1978 Donnie created a prototype off-road frame and
convinced motorcycle champion Mert Lawwill (of Tiburon) to produce it. The result was 600 Lawwill-Knight ProCruisers built at
Mert’s Harley-Davidson “skunk works” in Hayward. The relatively
large volume lowered the entry bar for a new off-road bike to $500.
In 1980 Erik would produce his Trailmaster bikes, welded together
by another Tam grad of exceptional talent, Dave Garoutte. They
developed designs that carry on today on the industry’s top bicycles.
Mill Valley-bred custom bike builder Charlie Cunningham
produced the first aluminum mountain bike in 1979. Steve Potts
took what he learned from his friend Breeze and expanded
upon it, cofounding Wilderness Trail Bikes with Mark Slate and
Cunningham in 1982. The headquarters of this global player in the
bike business are still on Miller Avenue in Mill Valley.
The sport continued to evolve and grow. The upright nature
of the bike made it accessible and a lasting hit among people
who only briefly partook in the “10-speed Bike Boom” of the early
1970s. The welcoming bike made for a welcoming culture and
sport, with fun paramount from the beginning.
Cunningham’s wife, Jacquie Phelan, rode into Marin aboard
an English 5-speed in 1980, and fell right into the scene. Once
aboard a mountain bike she was on her way to three national
championship titles and a professional career. In the male-dominated biking world, she carved out space for women as both a
competitive and recreational activity. “To me the entire world was
a men’s club, and since I got into mountain biking after trying to
break into road racing and experiencing hazing, shaming, and
harassment by the men who didn’t want me riding with them,
I found myself in on the ground floor of something I could help
shape,” Phelan said recently. Through her writing, club and event
organizing and other advocacy efforts, Phelan helped put mountain biking on the map for a wider, and more specifically female,
audience. She and Charlie were cofounders with Kelly, Breeze,
and others, of the sport’s national governing body, NORBA (the
National Off-road Bicycle Association) in 1983.

MAKING HISTORY IN MARIN b What is it that drew so
many in Marin to the slopes of Mt. Tamalpais, sparking a movement felt around the world? For many participants, the impetus
came from a shared vision of the bike as both a solution and
vector for environmental, physical, and emotional health.
Mill Valleyan Fred Wolf long ago said, “the mountain bike
allows you to get away from the cops, the cars, and the concrete,”
a reminder that safety, away from congested roads and distracted
drivers, is a draw. (Seemingly contrary to that, risk was a draw for
some, riding on the edge of one’s ability.)
For just about everyone biking offered respite and catharsis,
a chance to commune with nature and explore the large swaths
of undeveloped land difficult to cover in a day’s hike. Says Wende
Cragg, “If I was on that mountain bike the world was fine. My
whole little world was rosy and glowing. It settled my soul. It just
made me feel like this is … so simple.... All I need is to just be
out here with Mother Nature and feel the wind in my hair, hear
the sound of the birds, and see the leaves twinkling in the light.”
Many participants found their mountain bike “family” through
informal networks and spontaneous rides, or through clubs such
as the Women’s Mountain Bike & Tea Society (WOMBATS), a
social network founded by Phelan in 1987, which grew to include
hundreds of members from across the country.
According to Joe Breeze, “The glue that held it all together was
the basic utility of a bicycle. Our sport revolved on one of humankind’s most useful inventions, and we wanted to share this joyful
secret with others.”
Marin was certainly not the first place where people rode
bikes off-road. That harkens back to the advent of bicycles in the
1860s. And yet what happened in Marin was different, due to
Repack. Says Breeze, “The continual draw of that race eventually
burst enthusiasm beyond our sphere of influence. It was not just
another isolated off-road occurrence, of which there had been
many since the early days of cycling. The mountain bike captured
the imagination for what else a bike could be at a time when
people were receptive to it.”
Only 20 years from the first organized racing at Repack, mountain biking became an Olympic sport, in Atlanta in 1996. Repack
carried a movement forward well beyond Marin and helped build
a community of passionate people who created mountain biking
as part of a cycling lifestyle. As Charlie Kelly is quick to point out,
“It’s not so much that the mountain bike was invented; a culture
was created that made the mountain bike necessary to be part of
that culture.”
These men and women helped to design, produce, organize,
build, and promote the technologies, races, and social networks,
which catapulted mountain bikes into national and worldwide
consciousness and our everyday lives. It all happened right here
in our own backyard.
Marissa Friedman is on the staff of the California Historical Society and a
Library Assistant at the Mill Valley Public Library. She has a Master’s degree
in history (Public History) from the University of California, Riverside.

Charlie Cunningham and Jacquie Phelan pose with their Cunningham bikes
on Azalea Hill with White's Hill beyond, circa 1995. Photo © Judie Scalfano.

Joe Breeze is a cofounder and the curator of the Marin Museum of
Bicycling, a volunteer-run nonprofit organization in Fairfax.
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gDRY
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A TAV E R N
by lissa mckee

H

umorist Frank Gassaway, writing in the early 1880s about
popular landmarks and attractions he had visited around
California, noted, “More hunters’ lies to the drink have
been told at Victor’s than any other place on the coast.”
Victor’s was a roadhouse at Manzanita Point that served the sports
hunting trade. Decades before a tavern there became notorious
during Prohibition, the roadhouse was a well-known rendezvous
for sportsmen in southern Marin County.
Today we know this location as the Fireside Apartments on
Shoreline Highway in unincorporated Mill Valley; and the building
in the center of the apartments with the Fireside sign on the roof
was constructed on the site of Victor’s roadhouse. The Fireside,
built around 1914, was a familiar relic of southern Marin’s appetite
for alcohol, but the history of the location is both older and more
nuanced than generally known.
A French immigrant, store owner, and member of the New Town
Sausalito community when it was developed by the Sausalito Land
and Ferry Company, Victor Guerineau was prominent enough
that his store was designated in 1868 as the place for collection
of property tax payments in Sausalito. The next year it was used
as a polling place where Mill Valleyan Jacob Gardner, Samuel
Throckmorton’s property manager, served as voting supervisor.
Marin County in those days was a hunter’s paradise. Recognizing
an opportunity, Guerineau dissolved an existing partnership in a
stable in 1879 and moved to Manzanita Point, which lay at the
northern boundary of the Sausalito Land and Ferry Company
property on the Sausalito-San Rafael road. The road followed the
bay shoreline north of town and was the only surface route north.
Traffic past Manzanita had increased in 1870 with the construction
of a branch road from Tamalpais Valley to Bolinas.
A stone’s throw from Throckmorton’s Mill Valley ranch,
Guerineau built his Hunter’s Retreat on a low rise above the
mouth of Coyote Creek. It advertised “the finest brands of liquors
… dispensed at all times.”

A sporting destination | Victor Guerineau operated the

Hunter’s Retreat as a hotel and sporting destination, advertising
shoots for quail, pigeon, deer, and other game. The roadhouse
became a gathering spot for both San Francisco and southern
Marin sportsmen. As Frank Gassaway wrote: “Here, in the long
fall nights, gather the crack shots from this side to take an early
start through the famous Throckmorton ranch after quail, or to
hurl No. 6 and devastation upon the canvasbacks that ‘trade’ up
and down Richardson Bay, in front of the little tavern.”
“Old George” Hanson, who had arrived in Marin in the 1850s,
entertained the assembled with stories of lassoing bear in the
gulches around Sausalito and encounters with outlaws who menaced the area.

left: Hunter’s Retreat (Victor Guerineau’s tavern), photographed circa
1885. Livingston collection.
right: Photo of the newly completed first Richardson Bay Bridge, circa
1932, with the Manzanita Train Station at right on the south side of the
Northwestern Pacific railroad line, now the Bay Trail bike path. Caltrans
District 4 collection.
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Victor Guerineau’s friendship with another of Throckmorton’s
ranch superintendents, Charles Severance, who also appears to
have provided access onto the fenced ranch and hunting reserve
through the gate near Victor’s, is recorded in accounts of Severance’s
unsolved murder in 1880. His last public sighting was at Victor’s
before he returned to the ranch, where his body was eventually
discovered. Had Throckmorton and some guests not been delayed
in their journey home by a storm, “they would have joined Charley
at Victor’s and the horrid crime would have been defeated, or
postponed,” according to an account in the Marin Journal.
In 1884 the North Pacific Coast Railroad was realigned from its
previous trestle across Richardson Bay to Strawberry Point, crossing
the mudflats at Manzanita Point, and passing several hundred feet
from the Hunter’s Retreat. Five years later, the railroad had established a station at Manzanita. A November issue of the Sausalito
News reported that the station would be named Victor’s, but that
evidently was never formalized.

Attracting the gentleman hunter | During

this period, Guerineau’s countryman Pierre Gaston
Domergue, formerly a liquor dealer in San Francisco,
became a popular fixture at Victor’s, and its manager by
1888. His advertisements maintained a convivial and
stylish tone to attract the gentleman hunter, but after a
few years Domergue returned to Sausalito to operate a
restaurant. Guerineau evidently continued as the
roadhouse owner, and after his death in 1896, his widow,
Adela Espinosa Guerineau, represented Hunter’s
Retreat in obtaining the liquor license for the business.
The surrounding area was changing by then. The
Tamalpais Land and Water Company had acquired
Throckmorton’s ranch lands after his death in 1883 and
developed plans to subdivide it. On Memorial Day, 1890, the company held the first auction of parcels around Cascade Canyon at the

base of Mt. Tamalpais, about three miles to the north of Victor’s.
Mill Valley (formerly named Eastland) became a suburban haven
for commuters and a summer home for well-to-do San Franciscans.
In the effort to promote a wholesome environment, the developers
publicized that all deeds and abstracts would prohibit the manufacture or sale of intoxicating liquors on the premises. The land
company also persuaded the county to ban alcohol sales within a
quarter mile of the town’s depot. However, “blind pigs,” businesses
that sold liquor surreptitiously, sprang up around town and saloons,
such as the Louvre, opened just outside of the quarter mile limit
on East Blithedale in an area that became known as Jagtown.
The Sausalito News, in an amused perspective on the issue,
reported in 1896 that Sausalito Justice of the Peace J.S. Bellrude
and a friend took a buggy ride, spending a great part of the time at
Jagtown, “where they made an impartial visit to all the establishments there. On their return trips to Sausalito they had of course
to call on their friend Mr. Victor
Guerineau at Manzanita Station.
When they got back into the
buggy, Bellrude’s horse got mad,
because it had to be satisfied with
aqua naturalis while its master
was indulging all the time in aqua
spiritu-alis. So, it tried to throw its
master and the legal gentleman
into the mud. It carried the buggy
clear over the water trough in
front of Victor’s place.”
When the deed restrictions on
liquor proved legally inadequate,
Sausalito News, June 30, 1893.
Mill Valley incorporated in 1900
and annexed the Jagtown area.
City leaders moved to control the brawling and gambling that its
saloons attracted with an ordinance regarding the cost and number
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of liquor licenses. The subject was often in the news in the following years as the Board of Town Trustees addressed issues of town
betterment. Reports of spirited Board of Trustees meetings from
the period demonstrate that enterprising business people were
persistent in their efforts to obtain liquor permits and not all residents were satisfied with the restrictions. In 1907 Homestead
Valley residents, who for years had been “endeavoring to secure a
saloon for that neighborhood, have at last hit upon a scheme
whereby they may outwit the [county] supervisors and laugh at
those Mill Valleyites who have so persistently and successfully
fought the plan.” They incorporated a club, The Owl Club, planned
for “social, literary, and artistic purposes.” The private club would
include a bar and be located behind J.W. Brown’s grocery near
Millwood on the outskirts of Mill Valley.
Temperance politics, largely rooted in Protestant values, gained
energy with social activism during the Progressive era. Distilled
liquor became the focus of groups determined to address the
effect it had on families and society in general. Meanwhile, Marin
County was increasingly shaped by the spread of urbanization.
Newspaper accounts of the period demonstrate competing social
norms. In 1908 County Supervisor Louis C. Pistolesi, an advocate
for Tamalpais Union Polytechnic High School, led the vote against
granting a saloon license to Sam Black at Mill Valley Junction, in
the unincorporated area on the rail line into town, because of its
proximity to the school.
Temperance regulation was more problematic in Sausalito. A
maritime community with an older and more diverse population,
not only were alcoholic beverages shipped into port, but they
were manufactured there at the Mason Distillery at Whiskey
Springs. The “hill people” (those with prestigious homes on the
slopes above Water Street in Sausalito) and other groups supported these reforms, but Sausalito proved resistant into the
period of federal Prohibition.
Located midway between Sausalito and Mill Valley and away
from residential development, Hunter’s Retreat at Manzanita
hadn’t attracted much attention from the authorities during the

The Homestead, Samuel Throckmorton’s hunting lodge, built in 1866,
also known as Throckmorton Ranch. The site today is bounded by Linden
Lane and Montford and Ethel Avenues in Homestead Valley. Courtesy of
Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.
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1884 North Pacific Coast RR Survey for
Alto Cutoff detail. Livingston collection.

early years of the 20th century. Although Adela Guerineau continued as the leaseholder for the property for some years after her
husband’s death, in May of 1899 it was being advertised in the San
Francisco Call under a new name, Manzanita Villa. In 1906, it was
being operated as a saloon by James Redmond in conjunction with
a hotel managed by James Kavanaugh. The Northwestern Pacific,
which had acquired the railway and provided regular interurban
passenger service, constructed a depot at Manzanita. This hastened
the conversion of nearby ranch lands in Tamalpais Valley, Almonte,
and areas north into unincorporated residential developments.
Although sports hunting in the immediate area had understandably declined, the roadhouse, located on the only road north,
remained a viable operation. In addition to the busy automobile
traffic, it was also a respite for those debarking from the train to
catch the stage to western Marin; and a convenient stop for railroad commuters heading home from work. It was sufficiently
profitable for James A. Moore, a San Francisco liquor dealer, to
purchase the business from Mrs. Guerineau around 1908. He was
reported as planning to invest $5,000 in remodeling. Its appointment would “be first class and the interior very inviting. At an
early date a grand barbeque [would] be given.” His partners were
his brothers, Thomas and George. James Moore was also the
Richardson Precinct representative to the Marin County
Republican convention supporting Progressive candidates.
Remodeling never took place. In July 1911 the two-story
19th-century roadhouse burned to the ground when a gasoline
engine operating a well pump caught fire. The Sausalito News
reported, “[Victor’s] was a favorite resort for the members of the
old Tamalpais Sportsmen Club and you could always meet many
of the prominent sportsmen of the state there during the deer[,]
duck and quail season.” The Mill Valley Record elaborated that all
the contents of the Manzanita Villa were lost in the fire, including
the bowling alleys and shuffleboard, and that within a few hours,
the Moores had erected a tent and recommenced business. A few
months later, Moore announced that he would build a modern
hotel on the site, and excavation for the foundation commenced.

Hotel at the O'Shaughnessy building, downtown Mill Valley, circa 1920s. Although its name was Aloha Restaurant and Hotel, it was
commonly referred to as the Mill Valley Hotel. In March 1923 the hotel was raided by town marshals who found 42 bottles of illegal
liquor in various rooms, some hidden between bed mattresses. Courtesy of Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

The two-story brick inn commissioned by the Moores was
probably completed by 1913, although a subsequent countywide
property assessment estimated that the replacement structure was
built in 1916. The design was a mixture of Craftsman and Spanish
Revival elements that were fashionable in that period. The lower
story of the façade was distinguished by a projecting bay flanked
by wide open-arched walls. Above this a recessed porch extended
across the full width of the second story. The county assessment
also recorded a two-story frame building on the property as having
been built in 1907; that may have been one of the proposed
improvements Moore had reported in 1908.
Game hunting had not yet been banned in rural southern
Marin, and like their predecessors, the Moores were known sportsmen. The rebuilt Manzanita Inn was a blend of the old business
with modern ambitions. However, personal losses challenged
the business within a few years. James died in 1917, after which
Thomas and George Moore operated the hotel and saloon. Then,
presumably due to Thomas Moore’s declining health, in 1921 the
brothers sold the furnishings of the hotel and leased the building for three years to Carl Steffans. Steffans, about whom little is
known, soon ran afoul with the authorities.

Prohibition and bootleg | A year earlier, in 1920, the Volstead
Act, followed by the 18th Amendment to the Constitution, had
implemented Prohibition. The manufacture, transportation, or

sale of intoxicating liquors was now barred under federal law.
Marin’s cooperation with the law varied with its geography and
law-enforcement resources. Marin County’s district attorney
directed raids in early June 1920 in San Rafael and Fairfax. In 1922
Internal Revenue officers and prohibition agents reportedly found
51 five-gallon cans of alcohol in a garage on Walnut Avenue in Mill
Valley. In January 1923 county sheriffs arrested three bootleggers in
Tiburon, fined them each $300, and warned them that they would
be jailed if arrested again. In March, Mill Valley town marshals
raided the Mill Valley Hotel, located in the O’Shaughnessy building on Throckmorton Avenue, where they found 42 bottles of
liquor in various rooms, some hidden between bed mattresses.
Although the proprietor received a sentence of 30 days in the
county jail and was fined $500, the hotel continued to operate
until the end of the decade.
Federal agents conducted nine raids around the county in June
of 1923, including at Steffans’ lodge (Manzanita Villa). George
Moore was now sole owner of the property, as his brother Tom
had died earlier in March. The district attorney reported that the
proprietor of the roadhouse had been prosecuted several times
previously and that the flagrant and persistent violations required
the more drastic measure of closing the business for a year. It is
unclear whether these previous prosecutions were the result of
Steffans’ operations; but it was George Moore who was indicted.
Frustrated at the lighter penalties applied when those arrested
23

Detail of land map of the Sausalito Land and Ferry Company,
1943. Private collection.

George Moore remained at Manzanita and eventually was
employed as a deputy sheriff. He leased one of the buildings on
the property to Arthur Todt and his wife, who opened a coffee
house in April 1925, a more wholesome business catering to
mixed company. That year, the 1907 two-story frame building was
used as a dance hall. Over the winter, the Todts hosted a series of
dances for the Native Daughters of the Golden West and, later,
the Moonlight Serenaders of San Francisco. Dance halls, which
became popular public spaces with the proliferation of electric
lighting and more relaxed social rules for women, played a particular role in community life in the Roaring ’20s. In December
1926, the hotel was refurbished for a spring reopening under the
supervision of Mr. and Mrs. L.L. Riddell and Mrs. L.M. Skinner,
and it was “the intention of the proprietors to make the place a
thoroughly attractive hospitality house.”
Although prohibition arrests continued to be reported in the
local news, the general public had grown weary with the restrictions of Prohibition. Unenforceable, too restrictive, and at odds
with the customary use of alcohol by many citizens, the law was
rescinded in 1933. It seems not to have left a mark on George
Moore’s reputation when he died in 1934. His obituary noted, “No
longer will the cheery greeting of George H. Moore hail
to travelers passing on the highway at Manzanita.”

Fast-forward | Although the roadhouse at Manzanita

The Fireside in 1997, when it was still a local watering hole and eatery.
These days the building is a community center for the Fireside apartment
complex. Photo by Lissa McKee.

were prosecuted under the state of California’s companion
Prohibition Law, federal authorities began to apply a new “get
tough” approach. The details about the roadhouse’s prior violations are unknown, but they may have included rum running,
which peaked at this time along the Pacific coast: liquor shipments are reputed to have been smuggled in from Tennessee
Valley, near the roadhouse. In November of 1923 the federal trial
judge refused George Moore’s plea to run the roadhouse as a
hotel, and ordered it closed for a year. The severity of the penalty
and the fact that a series of articles in both the Sausalito News
and the Mill Valley Record followed the case, left an impression of
notoriety that extended to unverified rumors about the use of the
small rooms upstairs for prostitution.
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was subsequently refurbished for reopening as the
Manzanita Hotel, the Manzanita area changed during
the Great Depression. When the Richardson Bay Bridge
was constructed in 1931 as part of rerouting Highway
101 directly across the marsh, northbound traffic bypassed the roadhouse. A stone quarry directly behind
the roadhouse was used in 1936 for the construction
of the Golden Gate Bridge, leading to complaints from
Tamalpais Valley residents about nighttime blasting.
In 1937 the more modern Buckeye Inn was constructed
just around the bend to the southeast of the Manzanita
roadhouse.
That year, the property was acquired by a liquor
dealer from San Francisco who renamed the roadhouse
the Top Rail Tavern. By 1947 a half-circle, 26-unit auto court was
constructed and the business was rechristened The Fireside,
advertising nightly dancing, fine drinks, and “courteous service.”
Although outmoded, The Fireside survived the following decades
as a neighborhood bar, a restaurant, and a motel until the property
was redeveloped for affordable housing between 2000 and 2010.
The roadhouse built by the Moores was renovated as a community
center, and still serves that function.
There is no landmark commemorating Victor’s Hunter’s Retreat.
The tidelands across from its former site are covered by parking
lots, commercial buildings. and a business park. The duck blinds
are long gone from Richardson Bay. But on a starry night with the
dark figures of the hills behind you, when the noise of the traffic on
101 is muted, you might imagine the echo of a hunter’s lie or two.
Historian Lissa McKee has lived in Mill Valley for 30 years.

A Memory
Collage

of A NN and D I CK O ’ H ANLON

Tanya Amyx Berry:

In 1942, married artists Ann Rice O’Hanlon and Richard
O’Hanlon purchased a large parcel of land in Cascade
Canyon from Antonio and Marie Freitas and established their home and studio. The property quickly
became the residence and locus of activity for a large
extended family and friends. The following memories
about the O’Hanlons include those of Tanya Amyx
Berry, Ann’s niece; poet and author Wendell Berry,
Tanya’s husband; Étel Adnan, a philosopher, painter,
and writer; and artist and longtime O’Hanlon Center
workshop facilitator Cayen Robertson. From these a
striking collage emerges of a unique couple, a special
time in Mill Valley history, and the birth of a creative
organization that celebrates 50 years this summer.
Abby Wasserman
above: The former Freitas dairy barn at 616 Throckmorton
Avenue, circa 1945-6. The O’Hanlons’ first residence, it
was renamed the Loft and remodeled into a three-level
studio. Left: Ann (top) and Dick O’Hanlon (bottom); top
right: Dee Rice Amyx, Ann’s sister; below right: Dick Rice,
Ann’s brother, with Dee’s daughter Tanya. Courtesy of
O’Hanlon Center for the Arts.

“M

ill Valley in the ’40s and ’50s was a quiet, beautiful, safe place
to live. And it was inexpensive. It was a wonderland of places to
walk and play. So close to the big city, yet so calm. Full of wild
animals and redwood trees. And fog. To me it was full of fascinating people.
They seemed to be all artists! Some had regular jobs, but mostly not. Lots
of hiking up the mountain, over to the beach, Muir Woods. People went
up to the Cascade waterfall alone. No one mentioned exercise, ever. We
did go to Yosemite or the high country quite often. We camped out and
hiked around. Ann cooked the best food over the campfire. We had no
equipment except sleeping bags and cooking pots.
I don’t remember any floods in town, but all the rain was a problem,
with water everywhere. Slides were something I grew up fearing because
when I was very young we lived at 32 Ethel Avenue. The mail box was some
hundred and fifty steps below at 256 Miller Avenue. I’d heard about a mudslide in 1941 in Homestead Valley, where two men had died. That was my
childhood nightmare. Another memory was of sitting on the O’Hanlon
Loft porch with fires threatening to come over the top of the mountain
into Mill Valley. It was a very hot night anyway, and a scare for everyone.
There was lots of eating together with family and whoever else was
around. Juel [Ann’s oldest brother, Salem Juel] came down with his pans
and cooked eireküchen (German crèpes) for the family on Sunday mornings quite often. Jany [Juel’s wife] cooked Hangtown Fry there too. We had
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Thanksgiving at Sam and Sylvia Newsom’s house for quite a
while. There was Christmas at Dick’s and Patrene’s [Ann’s next
oldest brother and wife) sometimes. I also remember Christmas
morning at the Loft with a tree and handmade ornaments that my
father and I made, which I still use.
There was always alcohol, wine with meals, drinks before.
Ann drank Scotch mainly, as I remember. She also drank Bloody
Mary’s as well as Champagne on Sunday mornings. And of course
she drank wine with meals. Dick’O [Dick O’Hanlon’s nickname]
didn’t drink a lot, as I remember.
They liked all kinds of food. Meals at home were usually
casseroles, salads, French bread. Turkey at Thanksgiving. If my
mother, Dee, or grandmother, Matilda, were around, there would
be a pie, apples from the orchard. Dick’O would be thrilled. We ate
out a lot, too: Chinatown in the city, Japanese too, Mexican in Mill
Valley, Italian, you name it.
We would get steamed crabs from Fisherman’s Wharf, then sit on
the Loft porch and eat them, using lots of mayo and making a mess.
Ann took me to San Francisco orchestra concerts many, many
times, and she took me to see dance concerts, too, like Martha
Graham. I don’t remember music at home, but I heard that camping trips to the mountains in the early years included guitar and
recorder music. There was a piano at the Loft, then another one at
the Big House.
There were discussions, of course. This was a family with a lot
of opinions on everything and very few held their tongues.
We watched a lot of slide shows from trips—Ann and Dick’O
would argue over who took which slide.
There was always an open door. Nobody knocked. Family were
around, in and out, always. Juel and Jany and their two children and
Charles Rice [Ann’s youngest brother], who lived in Mill Valley for a
while, were always around, of course. My father, Cliff, wrote in his
autobiography that Ann liked to claim me as her daughter. Ann and
Dick both related to children by expecting them to act like adults.

Ann and Dick O’Hanlon in front of the Big House, circa 1946.
Later they enlarged it and added a deck. It burned down in
2000, two years after Ann’s death. Courtesy of O’Hanlon
Center for the Arts.
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Wendell and Tanya Amyx Berry with their daughter Mary,
circa 1958. Courtesy of Tanya and Wendell Berry.

Matilda and Jewell Rice, Ann’s parents, visited fairly often,
coming from Kentucky. Dick’s mother, Grace Heales O’Hanlon, and
his sister, Dorothy, whom he called Dott’O, came. There were relatives in the East Bay too, and visits to and with them in Mill Valley.
My parents and I were around, off and on in Mill Valley, sometimes
living on the property, sometimes other locations, once at least at
Aga and Mama Gravander’s up on Tamalpais Avenue.

„

Wendell Berry:

“I

n the spring of 1957, I significantly extended my education
by marrying Tanya Amyx, niece of Ann and Richard
O’Hanlon. Tanya had done a good part of her growing up
here in Mill Valley, and so I came under the influence of the
O’Hanlons and their place before I ever saw them or it.
And then in the fall of 1958, Tanya and I and our baby daughter,
Mary Dee, came to the Bay Area and lived for nearly two years
here on this bit of hillside. It was my first term at Stanford, when
the O’Hanlons were traveling abroad. Tanya and Mary and I lived
in the Loft. Until nearly Christmas, I worked in its big studio, at a
table pulled into the front corner nearest the gas heater. I was
then at work on the first draft of my novel Nathan Coulter.
After the O’Hanlons returned home, my family and I moved
to the Little House, and I worked in the little studio, which some
called “the stooge,” a name I did not like and never used. That
was my work place thorough the spring of 1958 and during the
academic year of 1959-60. I heated it with (as I remember) a small
Franklin-type wood stove, using a commercial fuel called Presto
Logs. These were small cylinders of compressed sawdust. I used
them sparingly, chopping them into rounds 2" to 3" thick with
a hatchet. They provided plenty of heat for a Bay Area winter,
despite the loosely closing front door.
In the little studio I finished work on Nathan Coulter, such as it
then was. In January of 1960, I began work on A Place on Earth,
which would be published in 1967. During those years I also worked
fairly steadily on poems.

And here I acquired benefits and memories that have been
invaluable to me ever since, both useful and dear. From Ann and
Dick’O and their place I learned, for example, ways of looking that
I have not ceased to think about.

„

A Wide Embrace | The O’Hanlons had a perpetual open
house. Among the many friends who spent time with Ann and
Dick was John Humphrey, curator at the San Francisco Museum
of Art, who built the museum’s first fine-art photography collection. Photographer Lew Tyrell and his wife Clyda were frequent
visitors. Mill Valley craftsman Ed Mamura was the genius carpenter of the house and studios, always in the middle of everything
being done there. Sam and Sylvia Newsom were bosom friends
who held Friday night drawing sessions at their Eugene Street
home, cultivated bonsais, and owned The Greenwood Tree Asian
art shop in town. Other close friends were illustrator Clement
Hurd (Goodnight Moon, The Runaway Bunny) and Edith “Posey”
Hurd, who wrote scores of children’s books, and Alys and Dick
Graveson, a painter who, like Dick, worked at Marinship during
the war and served as a president of the Marin Society of Artists.
Raymond and Gen Barnhart in Sebastopol, both innovative artists, had met each other at the O’Hanlons’, and Dick walked Gen
down the aisle when they married in Oregon.
Potters Marguerite and Frans Wildenhain visited from time
to time from Pond Farm near Guerneville. Ann O’Hanlon told
Forrest Merrill, a major collector of Wildenhain pottery, that
one night she and Dick awoke to sounds from the living room
and found Frans crouched next to the record player, listening to
classical music. They asked him what was going on. He explained

Rice-O’Hanlon family picture, circa 1953. Front row, L to R: Ann O’Hanlon,
Alan Rice, Jany Rice, Matilda (Mother) Rice, Patrene Rice (holding Eric),
Dee Rice Amyx, holding Darien Rice, Tanya Amyx, Dick Rice. Back row, L to
R: Salem Juel Rice, Salem Jewell (Papa) Rice, Charles Rice, Clifford Amyx,
Richard O’Hanlon. Courtesy of Tanya Berry.

that Marguerite didn’t allow recordings at Pond Farm because the
sound “wasn’t good enough.” At times, being without music was
too hard to bear.

Tanya Amyx Berry:

“O

nce they moved to 616, Dick’O made the grounds beautiful, kept his work areas perfect. He had a busy life as a
sculpture professor at UC Berkeley, and in San Francisco
too. Ann and Dick were, as I saw it, operating independently. I
think their ‘careers’ just came about. They needed money. I think
they admired each other’s abilities and talents (somehow, though,
they were competing). They had friends and would dine out with
them. They went to a lot of art events together.
Ann had an unerring sense of design in furniture selection and
placement. And she could hang a show so well. She had a fashion
sense for herself that was amazing, especially since she didn’t have
a mirror in her bedroom. And for someone who didn’t wear much
jewelry, she displayed quite a lot of beautiful pieces in that bedroom!
Early on she made some of her clothes, and cushion covers as well.
They were both adventurers, wanting to be different from
their backgrounds. Art was always the center of their world, participating in the San Francisco museums, local shows, always at
openings, as I remember. The vision for the workshops was Ann’s,
wanting to free people of their inhibitions from the past. She
wanted everyone to be free to be an artist.

„

Wendell Berry:

“I

t took me a while to understand that Dick’O was
not just a sculptor now and again, but was ceaselessly a sculptor. As a designer of this landscape,
as its gardener and groundskeeper, he was, to his own
way of thinking, a sculptor, always shaping and making.
He thought of every limb of every tree, whether shaped
by him or by nature, in relation to every line, plane,
and volume of the whole place. Pruning an apple tree,
beyond necessity and practicality, was sculpture, and
he delighted in the shapes he had given to some of the
trees. He meant to give to everything he made, even a
casual note pinned to a bulletin board, a pleasing shape.
The result was that he and Ann were living in a complex work of art—domestic and natural, purposeful and
graced—that they were always acutely aware of. The place
itself in those days was, to me, a profound and delightful
teaching. He often hired me to help with his outdoor
work, and he indulged me as a spectator, and used me as
an audience, during his work in the studio. I learned a
lot from him. He taught me, or pretty much required me
to start to learn, to think consciously about forms and
formal relationships. I remain his debtor and his friend.
I wrote a poem in the spring of 1960, in which I was
trying to speak a little and in gratitude of what I had
learned.

„
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The Apple Tree

Ann O’Hanlon leading a workshop in the Loft, circa 1980s. Courtesy of
O’Hanlon Center for the Arts.

For Ann and Dick O’Hanlon

In the essential prose
of things, the apple tree
stands up, emphatic
among the accidents
of the afternoon, solvent,
not to be denied.
The grass has been cut
down, carefully
to leave the orange
poppies still in bloom;
the tree stands up
in the odor of the grass
drying. The forked
trunk and branches are
also a kind of necessary
prose—shingled with leaves,
pigment and song
imposed on the blunt
lineaments of fact, a foliage
of small birds among them.
The tree lifts itself up
in the garden, the
clutter of its green
leaves halving the light,
stating the unalterable
congruity and form
of its casual growth;
the crimson finches appear
and disappear, singing
among the design.

volunteers and members staffed them five to six days a week.
When you became a member of Sight & Insight it was expected
you would volunteer. We had workshops at the galleries and they
had to be organized. Anything that had to do with the nitty-gritty
had to be organized, and Ann didn’t like that part of it. She didn’t
like juried shows; she wouldn’t have artworks covered with glass in
the gallery. We have a good, strong organization today that would
just blow her mind, and we can’t exist without it, so….” Cayen
laughs. In some ways the very success of O’Hanlon Center for the
Arts would not satisfy the iconoclast in Ann Rice O’Hanlon.

© Wendell Berry

The Formation of a Nonprofit | Ann was head of the art

department at Dominican for nearly two decades. Dissatisfied
with the academic model, she left Dominican in 1960 to lead
her own workshops in visual perception at 616 Throckmorton.
Eventually a core of dedicated workshop members, convinced
that Ann’s approach had vital and wide-ranging importance, led
efforts to establish a non-for-profit corporation, naming it Sight
& Insight. The name expressed Ann’s vision—the importance of
learning to see.
Ann and Dick executed a trust leaving all their real property to
Sight & Insight. However, according to Cayen Robertson, Ann
didn’t like organizations. Cayen, who first came for a workshop with
Ann in 1974 and became a facilitator of the Saturday workshops,
says, “But somehow it happened. Still, she often undermined what
the board was trying to do. She wanted to run the place, and the
board had other things they were paying attention to. She was very
concerned about commercialization. In her idea, organizations
inevitably became bureaucratic, and the making of art would
become less important. We always had galleries in the city, and

For those closest to Ann and Dick, the transition from freewheeling
family compound to nonprofit organization was difficult.

Tanya Amyx Berry:

“O
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f course they both formed an amazing string of realities—
the place itself (616), teaching careers, Dick’O’s sculpture
success, the nonprofit, a studio for each, a cabin at Emerald
Bay, trips abroad (whether or not there was money enough). They
knew a lot of people, knew their work, made a welcome for them.
After Sight & Insight was established, it was not easy for me,
though I never heard anyone else complain. Ann and Dick’O had
a wonderful Steinway upright piano in their house, and I had
always enjoyed playing there whenever I was around. But after
the nonprofit, strangers were always around, and I never felt free
to play again.
After years of feeling some ownership of the property, we
became outsiders. Not that Ann and Dick’O meant that. They

were always welcoming and family gatherings continued. We
were proud of what Ann was doing, and of the fact that the
property would continue in (we hoped) good care. Of course the
loss of Dick’O in 1985, Ann in 1998, then the Big House to fire in
2000, meant the family had no entrée anymore. Of course the
Rices were all gone, moved away, finally.
A little story about the change: My teenaged granddaughter
Katie was staying on the property with me to visit the place and
Ann and Dick’O. She walked into the Loft where a Buddhist meeting was taking place. Someone said to her, ‘We’re meditating!’ So
Katie said, ‘Oh, that’s all right,’ and left. It was still proprietary—it
was her family’s place.

„

While still at Dominican College, Ann had asked colleague Étel
Adnan, who was teaching a course in aesthetics in the philosophy
department, if she could see her painting. “I don’t paint,” Adnan
replied. Ann was aghast. “Don’t paint! How can you teach aesthetics
without painting?” After giving this some thought, Adnan began
attending Ann’s workshops. The result over time was paintings,
tapestry designs, and writings. In the following article in the
Pacific Sun (February 25, 1970), she attempted to define the nearly
indefinable teaching of Ann O’Hanlon.

Étel Adnan:

“G

iving up her teaching at Dominican college, where for
17 years she ran the art department, turning out more
genuine talent than departments with 10 more teachers
usually do, Ann O’Hanlon started on her own grounds—evening
seminars where people trickled in. That was a decade ago.
The workshop was open in every sense. One does not need to
paint in order to paint. A painting does not start with canvas and

color but much before, like everything else. It starts with perceptions inner and outer. With the discovery of a pebble … with the
realization of similarities in nature, of recurring patterns, with
sharp contrasts, irreducible forms put close to each other, and the
inner perception which is the understanding of these discoveries
and the need to project them, spit them out, with the tools of
colors or found objects.
We saw more slides of the Sierras in these workshops than
reproductions of famous painters. We heard koto music and
we watched clouds above the eucalyptus wall. It sounds like
Hermann Hesse’s Journey to the East, and it should.
Gradually the number of participants grew and there were
two sessions a week, then three. The University of California’s
Extension in San Francisco scheduled two morning classes, sometimes 40 students in each.
It is not that the numbers grew which matters, but that an idea
was taking root, an essential idea: that art is not the making of
particular objects or pictures but a way of looking at things, the
translation on paper or linen of a personal vision through a personal language.
Basically what Ann O’Hanlon tries to do is bring out the honest self in everyone, the one that really sees and really hears, that
does not call the sky blue when the sky is sometimes green.
The process of that honest look at the world—with patience,
with inner discipline—can become a painting, a weaving, an
assemblage, a single line. In that sense, everyone can draw or
paint as everyone can write a letter or speak. Understand that
painting is a language like any other language and you can use it
like you use words. Of course everyone is not a Cézanne, but then
is everyone a Shakespeare?

„

An Anniversary | 2019 marks the 50th anniversary of the

incorporation of Sight & Insight as a nonprofit. Two key actions
taken in 2004 served to broaden participation and make the
organization financially solvent. An acre of the original O’Hanlon
property was sold and the money invested; and the organization
was renamed O’Hanlon Center for the Arts to honor Ann and Dick
O’Hanlon. Ann’s philosophy continues to guide program offerings, but there is greater variety of offerings. Self-sustainability is
the goal driving fundraising efforts, and the mission statement
recognizes the uniqueness of the center and its setting, to provide
“… an environment and spaces where creativity and community
can develop, expand, and flourish.”

Tanya and Wendell Berry live on a farm in Kentucky, where many of his
poems and novels are set. Étel Adnan lives in Paris. Her paintings and
tapestries were exhibited in 2018 at the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art. Cayen Robertson led perception workshops in the O’Hanlon Loft for 40
years. She lives in Larkspur. REVIEW editor Abby Wasserman served four
terms on the board of Sight & Insight/O’Hanlon Center for the Arts and
was twice board president.

left: Richard O’Hanlon working on his bronze chasing, Sierra Precipice,
circa 1962. His drawing for an 18 ft. high bronze fountain in Chicago is just
behind. Courtesy of O’Hanlon Center for the Arts.
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Robert Green Fine Arts, established 1969, exhibits primarily painterly,
abstract expressive work by painters that thoroughly take advantage
of the sensually evocative nature of color and form.
The artists we represent (Sam Francis, John Grillo, Ed Moses, Paul
Jenkins, Jim Bird, among others) are a part of the rich history of the first
truly “home grown” American art style, Abstract Expressionism.
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42nd ANNUAL WALK HISTORY
“Exploring Family Ties” | Sunday, May 26, 2019
First tour: 9:30 am | Last tour: 3:30 pm | All tours begin at the Mill Valley Public Library’s SmartGarden.
Explore Eastland, the earliest subdivision in Mill Valley, and visit Old Mill Park, Bernard Street, and Throckmorton and Lovell Avenues.
Meet some of the families who lived, worked, and played in this area between 1910 and 1960, through times of war and social upheaval.

Alonzo Coffin, his family, and
friends posing together at a
picnic in Old Mill Park in 1898.
Photo courtesy of the
Lucretia Little History Room,
Mill Valley Public Library.

